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Abstract

This document details the web interface which provides access to the MySQL
database containing run conditions and having the structure outlined in ’db scripts.pdf’.
These web forms serve to gather information from the user and construct appropriate
chains of the command line utilities described in that document. The PHP forms may
be accessed by visiting the following URL:

http : //hallaweb.jlab.org/experiment/E02− 013/DB/

1 Stripcharts.php

This script allows the user to view the variation of a given variable over time. It
performs the command:

retrieval | update rrd | chart rrd | print paged images

with appropriate arguments and options passed to the various utilities. A “Round-
Robin” database is filled with the relevant data. A stripchart is then produced to plot
the variation of this data over time and an html page is created to view it.

2 Tables.php

This script allows the user to search for abnormal values of a given variable. The
first page prompts the user to declare the SQL table which will be examined and the
range of data which will be searched. The next page, ’Create Table’ allows the user
to define a normal range for a given variable. All values OUTSIDE this range will be
displayed in a table (a “negative cut”.) An invalid range such as: Lower Limit = 0,
Upper Limit = 0 will result in all values of the variable being displayed. One may
optionally view the simultaneous values of additional variables by selecting them from
the field box. Lastly, it is possible to place a simultaneous cut on any variable. This
cut is “positive, i.e. only those instances in which the cut variable is INSIDE the given
range will be displayed.

For example, specifying column MBIGBOX with lower limit 500 and upper limit
600 creates a table displaying the instances in which the BigBite current was outside of
those bounds. A cut may be placed on hac bcm current with lower limit 1 and upper
limit 100 to to display only those instances in which the beam was also on. Selecting
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the additional variable halla MeV would allow one to simultaneously view the beam
energy during each of these abnormal events.

The script functions by supplying the appropriate arguments and options to the
scripts in a pipe of the form:

monitor | print html table

A text HTML table is produced and displayed.

3 Command Line Interface Scripts

A series of scripts have been developed using the Perl scripting language and the ’DBI’
module which allows one to create a connection between the script, acting as the client,
and the host server. The scripts may be chained together on the command line using
pipes and I/O redirection, similar to the UNIX commands. Several scripts output
information to STDOUT line by line using the ’\n’ character as a line break. In this
way, arbitrary amounts of information may be passed as input to other utilities which
read from STDIN. Additionally, each script has a help page similar to the UNIX ’man’
pages which may be accessed by invoking the script with a ’-h’ or ’–help’ option. These
pages describe default behavior, as well as any available options. The functionality of
the existing ’DBI’ scripts is explained and a description of the help pages are given in
this section.

3.1 Reading From Database

The following scripts provide a method of accessing the MySQL database and display-
ing the results.

chart rrd Creates a stripchart of a given variable over a given range of time.

monitor Outputs list of values and times at which a given variable exceeds its expected
range.

monitor beamcurrent Outputs statistical information related to beamcurrent for
given run.

monitor waveplate Creates list of times at which the value of a variable changes.

print html table Creates an HTML formatted table from data read from STDIN.

print paged images Creates an HTML formatted table of images with ”paging” to
facilitate posting a large number of images.

retrieval Searches database for values in given table/column for all timestamps cor-
responding to the given run number.

update rrd Creates and fills a Round-Robin database with data read in from STDIN.
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